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Silverlink Children

I always thought that the cultural variety London offers is wonderful but recently became aware 
by travelling in the Silver Link that disparity not only occurs among the different nationalities but 
within the members of the same family

I got on the Silver Link at Hackney Central one evening on my way to work to my night shift, 
as I sat in front of an African lady with her son of about 5 years of age speaking  Spanish I really 
wondered which country they came from, so intrigued I was that I almost asked them but the 
mother was totally engaged reading “Hola” magazine (the Spanish version of Hello) while the 
little boy occupied himself counting with his fingers some invisible item, he held one finger on 
this hand, then two, three and so on. As the train pulled at Highbury corner the little boy warned 
his mother: “Mum this is our stop”. She stared up from the magazine confused and bewilder 
looking for help among the fellow travellers who were oblivious of her needs as they couldn’t 
understand them. The little boy explained himself: “When you collect me from school we take 
the train and always change at the 4th stop and then we live at the 2nd stop after that” I decided 
to intervene as she seemed unsure: “where are you trying to get to?” I asked in Spanish “Seven 
sisters” she responded. “The little boy is right, you need to change here” I said. They rushed to 
get off before the train closed the doors and I was left wondering which country they came from.

The train continued to Caledonian road where an older lady got on with two children, she 
struggled to walk through the busy train with the help of a stick turning down the offers for sits 
and continued to the end where three spaces were available together so the children could sit next 
to her. The children had no problem understanding her strong broken English accent by which 
I thought she could be Turkish. At every single stop she questioned “where are we?” He would 
respond by reading the stations to her. She tried to amuse the youngsters by telling them about 
the time she travelled in a train that goes through a tunnel under the water, to add dimension to 
the story she became really animated showing the motion of the train with her hands. “That is 
called the Eurostar Nan” the boy replied unimpressed. She continued to explain that the whole 
bus got into the train. “That is a subtle bus” He added. As the Silver Link reached Willesden 
junction she pointed at another train:”Look at the fast train”. “That is the Virgin Angelina Nan” 
the boy replied. By this point I realised the young boy had train spotting qualities. But the lady 
was not listening; she was peeling oranges to feed the grandchildren. She split the orange in small 
pieces and shared it throwing away the peel of the window:”What are you doing Nan?” scream 
the little girl ashamed of her grandmother while inspecting the reaction of the other passengers.  
The lady put her finger over her lips indicating them to keep quiet:” Nobody has seen us” told 
them with a cheeky smile. “Where are we” she worried suddenly. “Acton Central” read the boy. 
She picked her stick and pushed the children to the doors shutting: “Chop-Chop, Chop-Chop” 


